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Extraform manufactures modern and balanced upholstered furniture of the latest 

design. All pieces of furniture are extremely comfortable, strong and functional. 

Attractive and exciting forms easily become a unique feature and offer unlimited 

possibilities when it comes to perfectly fitting into any interior. Our team of 

designers and engineers carefully create reliable and high–quality manufactured 

pieces of furniture. We endeavour to make products that will follow the concept 

and increase the value of any private space. At the same time, we believe that 

Extraform furniture can make any public space as comfortable as a private one. 

We keep high criteria in terms of aesthetics and materials we use, yet we offer 

reasonable prices and good availability of our products. We have a total of thirty 

years of experience in manufacture of upholstered furniture and use the latest 

production technology and innovations. In our factory, located at the North of 

Serbia, we create pieces of furniture made of top–quality and certified material 

from all over the world. 

Visual comfort, environmental awareness, sustainablity, responsiblity and 

ethical business practices represent the essence of our vision. It is our goal that 

Extraform products reflect the image of all these values.

One complete piece of Extraform furniture is a result of the combination between 

modern factory production and arts and crafts manual manufacture.

About us
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Loop
Loop is the modular sofa which adds both feminine and modern 

expression to the Extraform family. Soft on the inside, striking and 

edgy on the outside! This is the design theme which gives Loop its 

character and welcoming gesture. Named after the circumferential 

seam which runs around the backrest Loop invites you to play with a 

range of modules and materials. You can create the sofa you desire 

which is classical-timeless or contemporary and fashionable. As well 

as offering you comfortable seating, Loop can also be combined with 

convenient optional cable management solutions.

Height | 82

Seat height | 46

Seat depth | 54
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The circular structure of this modular sofa is emphasized 

with adorable wooden legs and cushions in different 

colours. Owing to its depth, it is extremely comfortable 

which makes it very desirable piece of furniture for both 

home and office.

Aino

Height | 74

Seat height | 41

Seat depth | 65

Dolomia is a sofa that amazes for its comfort 

and elegance, which are assured by relaxing 

paddings, soft touch materials and a unique 

design. Dolomia collection brings organic 

shapes to your home and office with a 

natural combination of colours for your 

modern spaces.

Dolomia Height | 79

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 48
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Isola The modular feather filled sofa ISOLA, with flexible 

rests, can function as a whole or as a combination 

of several individual elements. Its appearance 

emphasizes and accentuates its extraordinary 

comfort. Characteristic edges outline the sofa’s 

profile, providing it with charm and authenticity.

Height | 75/98

Seat height | 42

Seat depth | 61

12

A modular high backrest sofa that can 

function with or without big cushions. 

One of the features of this archetype 

home sofa is the possibility of inserting 

side wooden shelves.

Stage

Height | 88

Seat height | 46

Seat depth | 62

13

Sofa
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The FJORD is an extremely comfortable and classic 

style feather–filled suite of furniture. The authentic 

feature of this sofa originates from its oak legs that are 

inserted into the construction and a specific method 

of overlapping with the leather or the fabrics.

Fjord

14

Height | 80

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 61

Height | 88

Seat height | 46

Seat depth | 62

Vario

15

A flexible and elegantly designed sofa of 

harmonious proportions. Discrete details such 

as hardly visible wooden legs and slightly 

rounded backrest and armrests emphasize 

the uniqueness of each element. 
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This “puzzle” represents a modular system which 

can be used as a sofa, an armchair or a table. 

The deepened platform makes the base onto which 

the elements are placed. Each piece can function 

independently, which is why it can be excellently 

adapted to any type of space, particularly offices. 

Moove

Height | 81

Seat height | 42

Seat depth | 60

The apparently classic form of this 

compact two–seater / three–seater DAISY 

sofa is transformed with armrests which 

offer several positions. The contrast 

between the large sitting part and the 

fine round armrests contributes to its 

interesting and charming character. 

Owing to its dimensions, it easily fits 

into various spaces.

Daisy

Height | 84

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 52
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Tobacco This linear sitting suite is a picture of the ideal stylish 

two–seater / three–seater sofa. It is characterized by 

excellently manufactured details, such as double stiches, 

slim and elegant legs and comfortable cushions, which 

are particularly emphasized if made of quality leather.  

Height | 84

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 51
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Flytte is a cubic system program and can be 

integrated into any space thanks to its timeless, 

classic design vocabulary. The high level of 

flexibility makes it possible to tailor the elements 

to their living requirements, even retrospectively. 

Flytte is easy to fall in love with.

Flytte

Height | 71

Seat height | 43

Seat depth | 60
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The composition of compact form and harmonious 

volume. The elegant lines of the backrest and the 

sides are formed by soft cushions which, using the 

sofabed mechanism, are converted into a comfortable 

bed. Lattoflex frame and the 18- cm- thick mattress 

contribute to its comfort.

Luna

Height | 88

Seat height | 48

Seat depth | 56 *Lattoflex Bed

21
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The monolithic structure covers a sleeping 

mechanism which turns HIPPO into a comfortable 

bed. Its reliable and compact form is accentuated 

by decorative edge details, which makes this sofa 

adaptable to any type of space. 

Hippo

Height | 85

Seat height | 48

Seat depth | 57

*Lattoflex Bed

22

Layer
This comfortable modular sofa has a classic 

simple design; it has a sleeping mechanism and 

can be turned into bed with just one move. It has 

a discrete and hidden storage box. Owing to its 

simple design and functionality it can easily fit 

into any type of space.

Height | 93

Seat height | 47

Seat depth | 56

*Lattoflex Bed
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Viva is a furniture suite with a sleeping 

mechanism; it has a flexible geometric backrest, 

comfortable for both, sitting and lying. This sofa 

has a hidden storage box and it can be turned 

into bed with just one simple move.

Height | 76/94

Seat height | 46

Seat depth | 60

Viva

*Lattoflex Bed

Fairy
This modular sofa with a sleeping mechanism 

can be turned into a bed with just one simple 

move. Soft lines follow the basic structure, 

and its unique character comes from 

changeable armrests.

Height | 93

Seat height | 47

Seat depth | 53

*Lattoflex Bed
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Relax Sofa
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Arco
A representative feather filled sofa with a hidden 

electric motor which enables 16 cm extension of 

the middle sitting part. The backrest and armrests 

are fixed. Leather manufacture emphasizes the 

structure made of solid oak wood.

Height | 71

Seat height | 43

Seat depth | 71+16
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The massive structure of this seating garniture, with soft 

and comfortable lines, is contrasted to its characteristic 

metal legs. The possibility of installing the movable 

relax mechanism for semi-reclining position and a 

mechanism for adjusting the headrest make this sofa 

a prominent one in its category.

Joy

Height | 83/108

Seat height | 46

Seat depth | 56

A sitting suite which can be lowered to a 

semi–lying position, owing to its flexible 

headrest and the flexibility of construction. 

It offers an excellent comfort. 

Pleasure Height | 80/100

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 52

29
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Intamo is an armchair that recalls to 

dynamics and lightness with its oblique 

slim lines. The back seat is designed in 

three sizes which allow you to get different 

solutions for your interior environment.

Intamo S
M

L

Height | 71

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 51

Height | 87

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 51

Height | 116

Seat height | 44

Seat depth | 51
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The production process is based on the perfect combination 

of the latest technologies and manual manufacture. We aim to 

achieve flawless results, which means that each stage of the 

production process, from design to manufacture – through 

prototypes and engineering – selection of colour and material 

– and finally distribution, is supervised and controlled by 

the Extraform expert team. Our furniture is intended for the 

popular market, which is why we always have in mind the idea 

that our products will be present and used in everyday life.

Through the combination of modern technology, 

characterized by serial production, and traditional manual 

manufacture, we also control our environmental impact. 

By creating strong, functional and long–lasting furniture we 

directly contribute to the preservation of the environment. 

We use resources in such a way that our production has a 

minimal impact on the environment. Complete secondary 

raw material is processed or sold, which minimizes the 

impact on the environment.

Production Process

Responsible 
Production

33



For further information, we invite you to visit our website. You can 

discover news and events, and see what goes on behind the scenes 

in our company. Follow us at: www.extraform.rs

Extraform Ltd. reserves the right to change, at any time and without 

prior warning, the technical specification of any product illustrated 

in this catalogue. Deviations of ±3 cm in product dimensions are 

possible. We kindly ask you to contact our authorized sales outlets for 

all queries regarding product characteristics and appearance.

Extraform Ltd.  |  Karađorđeva bb, 24400 Senta, Serbia  |  office: +381 24 815 161  |  e-mail: info@extraform.rs

All rights reserved. 
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